Q1A  Did you try to persuade others to vote for a certain candidate or party?  B6a
Q1AA  How often?  B6aa
Q1B  Did you express your support for a particular candidate or party? For example, did you participate in an election march or rally, hang or wear a flag or other symbol, or express your support in some other way?  B6b
Q1BB  How often?  B6bb
Q2  During the last campaign did a candidate or anyone from a political party contact you to persuade you vote for them?
Q3  Did you vote in the 2001 Legislative Yuan Election?  H3
Q4C  Which party did you vote for?  H3b
Q5  What do you think has been the most important issue facing our country over the last two years?  K9
Q6  And thinking about that issue, how good or bad a job do you think the government led by President Chen has done over the past two years?  K9a
Q7  Now thinking about the performance of the government led by President Chen in general, how good or bad a job do you think it has done over the past two years?  K10
Q8  Overall, do you feel satisfied or dissatisfied with the practice of democracy in Taiwan?  F1
Q9  Some people say that it makes a difference who is in power. Others say that it doesn’t make a difference who is in power. Using the scale on this card, (where 1 means that it makes a difference who is in power and 5 means that it doesn’t make a difference who is in power), where would you place yourself?  F2
Q10  Some people say that no matter who people vote for, it won’t make any difference to what happens. Others say that who people vote for can make a difference to what happens. Using the scale on this card, (where 1 means that voting won’t make a difference to what happens and 5 means that voting can make a difference), where would you place yourself?  F3
Q11  Do you agree with the following statement? “Democracy may have problems, but it is still the best system.”  F4
Q12  Did you vote in the most recent Presidential Election (in 2000)?  H9
Q13A  Which candidate did you vote for?  H9a
Q14  How well did the party you voted for then perform over the past years? Has it done a very good job? a good job? a bad job? a very bad job?
Q15  Considering current electoral conditions in Taiwan, do you think that voters can use elections to make sure that legislators faithfully reflect popular opinion?  K11
Q16  Would you say that any of the parties in Taiwan represents your views
reasonably well?  H11
Q16A Which party represents your view best?  H11a
Q17 Regardless of how you feel about the parties, would you say that any of the individual party leaders or presidential candidates represents your view?  H12
Q17A Which party leader or presidential candidate represents your view best?  H12a
Q18 Do you think of yourself as close to any particular party?  K6
Q18C Do you feel yourself a little closer to one of the political parties than the others?  K6a
Q18D Which party do you feel closest to?  K6b
Q18E Do you feel very close to this party, somewhat close, or not very close?  K6c
Q19A Now we’d like to understand your opinions about each of the political parties. On this card, there are eleven positions from strong like to strong dislike. After I read out a party’s name, please tell me your position. First, the KMT.  K7a
Q19B The DPP.  K7b
Q19C The PFP.  K7c
Q19D The NP.  K7d
Q19E The TSU.  K7e
Q20A In political matters, people talk of “the Left” and “the Right.” On this card, there are eleven positions from far left to far right. Where would you place KMT on this scale, generally speaking?  K8a
Q20B Using the same scale, where would you place the DPP?  K8b
Q20C Using the same scale, where would you place the PFP?  K8c
Q20D Using the same scale, where would you place the NP?  K8d
Q20E Using the same scale, where would you place the TSU?  K8e
Q21A Have you contacted a politician or government official either in person, in writing, or in some other way?  K12a
Q21B Have you taken part in a protest, march, or demonstration?  K12b
Q21C Have you worked together with other people who shared the same concern?  K12c
Q22 How much respect is there for individual freedom and human rights nowadays in Taiwan?  Do you feel there is  K13
Q23 How widespread do you think corruption, such as bribe taking, is amongst politicians in Taiwan?  K14
Q24 In political matters, people talk of “the Left” and “the Right.” On this card, there are eleven positions from far left to far right. Where would you place yourself on this scale?  K15
Q25 Who is the current Vice President?  G1
Q26  Who is the President of the PRC?  G2
Q27  How many years is a legislator’s term?  G4
D1  Age  L1
D2  Sex  L20
D3  Education of respondent  L6
D4  Respondent’s marital status  L4
D5  Respondent member of a union  L9
D6  Someone else in household is member of a union  L10
D10  Current employment status of respondent  L14
D11  Main occupation of respondent  L11a
D12  Main occupation of respondent  L11a
D13  Private or public employment of respondent  L11
D14  Main occupation of respondent  L11a
D20  Household income  L17
D21  Numbers of people in household  L16
D22  Numbers of children under age 18 in household  L16a
D24  Religiosity  L7
D25  Religious denomination  L8
D26  Language usually spoken at home  L15
D29  Father’s ethnic background  L2